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and emails from people who have run Cloudflare again The Is BGP Safe Yet tool and are concerned that their broadband internet service provider in the UK is dangerous because it uses the Border Gateway Protocol (BGP) and not the RPKI. Aside from the bad timing with COVID-19, the result can be misleading. The Border Gateway Protocol (BGP) system
is a protocol that connects the Internet by exchanging routing information with stand-alone systems (AS), such as those managed by your ISP (each provider will have many peers and routes to send data). Networks around the world need to talk to each other in order to peer and determine which routes are best for them to send their data, which is what
BGP facilitates. BGP is normally one of those things that works perfectly in the background and there are a lot of very technical aspects to it, which is just one of many reasons why launching an oversimplified control tool - apparently aimed at ordinary non-tech savvy consumers - could be counterproductive. Similarly, doing so during a global pandemic, when
network operators have much larger problems about who to focus, does not seem very useful. The risk is that some people may assume that what the site tells them is the only truth and worry about their online safety (a fact born by the messages we received). Indeed, at present, most ISPs will likely return results like those below from UK vendors, which
Cloudflare then asks you to spread spam via social media as part of their marketing campaign. CHECK Your ISP (Sky Broadband, AS5607) does not implement BGP safely. It should use RPKI to protect the Internet from Bgp. CHECK Your ISP (THREE UK, AS206067, AS206067) does not implement BGP safely. It should use RPKI to protect the Internet
from BGP hijackings. CHECK Your ISP (Virgin Media Business, AS5089) does not implement BGP safely. It should use RPKI to protect the Internet from BGP hijackings. Unfortunately, it is true to say that BGP BGP problems, not least because it is based on a degree of trust between networks. Sometimes network operators can make mistakes (e.g. human
error), which can lead them to announce incorrect routes and that can send a lot of traffic in the wrong direction, causing all kinds of problems. Similarly, other networks may abuse this trust to divert traffic for malicious purposes. Over the years, various changes and attempts have been made to meet such challenges. One of the most recent is Resource
Public Key Infrastructure (RPKI), which, as Cloudflare says, is a security framework method that combines a route with a standalone system. It uses cryptography to validate information before being passed on to routers. Louis Poinsignon, of Cloudfare, said: BGP leaks and hijackings have been accepted as an inescapable part of the Internet for too long. We
relied on protection at the upper layers such as TLS and DNSSEC to ensure uncontaminated delivery of packages, but a hijacked route often results in an inaccessible IP address. This leads to an Internet outage. The Internet is too vital to allow this known problem to continue for longer. It's time for networks to prevent leaks and diversions from having an
impact. It's time to make BGP safe. No more excuses. Border Gateway Protocol (BGP), a road exchange protocol has been in place and evolving since the 1980s. Over the years, it has had safety features. The most notable security addition is the Public Resource Key Infrastructure (RPKI), a security framework for routing. It has been the subject of a few
blog posts following our deployment in mid-2018. Today, the industry considers RPKI mature enough for widespread use, with a sufficient ecosystem of software and tools, including the tools we have written and open source. We have fully deployed Origin Validation on all our BGP sessions with our peers and signed our prefixes. However, the Internet can
only be safe if the major network operators deploy RPKI. These networks have the capacity to spread a flight or divert from afar and it is essential that they take part in eradicating the scourge of BGP problems, whether inadvertently or deliberate. The intention of Cloudflare's tool, which is to make BGP safer by encouraging the adoption of RPKI, is noble, but
it seems to cause unnecessary panic. First of all, just to dispel a confusion that has surfaced as a result of this tool, RPKI is a complement to BGP and not a replacement (RPKI is actually a cryptographic packaging for BGP). BGPv4 remains the main routing protocol, which even Cloudflare uses. NOTE: The tool itself does not directly check RPKI, at the it
broadcasts an invalid route and tests to see if the ISP is blocking it. Obviously, an ISP can always properly block an invalid route manually (as you expect them to), which would give a safe result (i.e. the tool needs work). The next question is that the implementation of RPKI is a very complicated and something that a network operator would take during the
COVID-19 pandemic, when the risk of errors causing wider problems is best avoided. A risk assessment and a lot of planning would be needed first because if you don't have all your ducks in a row (including peers downstream of you), then blackholing internet traffic becomes a real possibility. In the meantime, this is probably the wrong time to proclaim loud
and clear that most ISPs are not safe simply because they have not yet adopted RPKI. Good networks will already filter BGP ads to make sure the information they share is correct, although unfortunately some parts of the world and networks don't, which is how hijackings can become a problem (these are usually rectified fairly quickly). Nevertheless, for the
most part BGP does its job and major problems are rare, if not as rare as we all would like. As things stand, the list of vendors that are not yet fully implementing RPKI, as reported on the Cloudflare website, is still much larger than the list of those who do. Major players such as Google, Zayo, Level3 (CenturyLink), Vodafone and Comcast have not yet done
so. Otherwise, please don't panic if your ISP, like most providers, does not yet support RPKI. We suspect that almost all of them will move to adopt it eventually, but changing these basic elements of a network can take time and a huge amount of care. Right now, when it comes to internet security, vanilla malware stuff like viruses, phishing, DNS hijackings
and SPAM are still a much greater threat to individual Internet users. The UK MD ISP Andrews and Arnold (AAISP), Andrian Kennard, has a good blog about it all (here). If the major transit service providers start filtering RPKI's verification routes, then that alone will solve the red road problem - but if they filter everything they get from customers anyway, it
would avoid the problem without RPKI, said Adrian. UPDATE 22 April 2020 We note that Hyperoptic is one of many ISPs in the UK to have issued brief statements about this after receiving some of the same messages of concern from customers, usually after using the tool. HO Statement We would like to thank everyone for bringing this website to our
attention. We understand your concern, but first we assure you that it is safe to use our network. Your online safety is of the utmost importance to us and we use industry best practices to ensure BGP safety Applied. The diversion of BGP is a relatively rare security risk that has recently been made public by companies that sell solutions for it, in order to
promote their own technologies (in this case RPKI). RPKI has not, to our knowledge, been implemented by any ISPs in the UK, and by only a handful of ISPs worldwide. It is currently supported only by a couple of hardware suppliers for network routers, not by the majority. In line with other ISPs, we are closely monitoring industry developments to ensure
BGP's safety in the future, and we will continue to use best practices. so rest assured that you can continue to use your hyperoptic service as usual.
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